Spatial controlled multistage nanocarriers through hybridization of dendrimers and gelatin nanoparticles for deep penetration and therapy into tumor tissue.
Most nanoparticles (NPs) have difficulty deeply penetrating into tumor tissues. Here, we designed a spatially controlled multistage nanocarrier by encapsulating small polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers (~5 nm) within large gelatin NPs (~200 nm). This multistage nanocarrier is meant to be stable during systemic circulation and to leak through tumor vasculature walls by the enhanced permeation and retention (EPR) effect. Afterwards, this multistage nanocarrier release PAMAM dendrimers in response to the high matrix metalloproteinase-2 (MMP-2) enzymes in the tumor microenvironment, and further transport into tumor cells. In this study, the demonstrated high intracellular uptake and deep penetration into tumor model verified the effective enzymes-responsively and spatially controlled multistage penetration of these combined nanocarriers. In addition, these multistage nanocarrier were further loaded with anti-tumor drug methotrexate (MTX) and evaluated both in vitro and in vivo to investigate their anti-tumor effect, which demonstrated that this multistage nanocarrier hold great potential in improving anti-tumor efficiency.